




We start an 

APS analysis



We select PSC based on 

Amplitude Stability 

Index >0.8, DS=20

Note: how to select PSC 

is dependent on 

number of images and 

analyzed area



We generate a 

Delaunay graph 

connecting the PSC



We choose to process 

residual height and 

linear velocity and we 

define the limits.

Then we launch the 

processing



We look at the 

histogram of the 

estimated 

temporal 

coherence



We look at 

coherence of 

the graph 

connections



If needed, we 

adjust the 

minimum of the NL 

weights, then we 

launch the 

automatic selection 

of the reference 

point and we plot it



We plot the 

estimated 

parameters



Then, if we want to 

proceed to the graph 

analysis and refinement, 

we can close the APS 

module (the sw

automatically saved the 

AutoConnex.mat file, that 

contains all outputs and 

settings of the analysis)



We switch then to the 

Graph Analysis and 

Refinement (GAR).



In the GAR, we load the AutoConnex.mat



We can plot again the 

graph and the 

coherence histogram



By placing a rigid 

coherence threshold, 

we split the graph into 

multiple clusters and 

we analyze the 

connectivity.

Clusters are plotted 

with different colors, 

PSC that do not have 

connections over the 

threshold are discarded



Most common option: 

we want to process 

connected clusters. 

Thus, we try to connect 

separate clusters by 

creating a new graph. 

The new graph is built 

based on a set of local 

references. Local 

references are selected 

based on the temporal 

coherence previously 

estimated. The radius 

sets the minimum 

distance between ref 

points.



Optionally, we can add 

new points that will be 

connected to the 

closest …



The close up shows 

new points, old point 

and new connections



We process the new 

connections.

Note: here you can 

decide whether to 

process new 

connections with the 

same options as before 

or with new options.



After processing, you 

can check histogram 

and plot of the new 

graph.



You can also display the estimated parameters



Now we want to use 

the improved graph to 

estimate the APS.

So, we open again the 

APS module



In the APS module, we 

can load the 

SPMRAutoSave.mat file, 

automatically saved by 

the GAR module



We can plot the improved graph



We load the previously 

selected reference point



Finally, we estimate the 

APS



Here we plot the estimated APS one by one



Here we check the final test. Note that this procedure efficiently selected 

stable points on the ground to connect the graph and estimate the APS. 

Otherwise, buildings would have worsened the APS estimation.


